
HUTU TRIBE

The Hutu /ËˆhuË•tuË•/, also known as the Abahutu, are a Bantu ethnic or social group native to the African Great Lakes
region of Africa, an area now primarily in .

Another seven years of sporadic violence in Burundi from â€” existed between the Hutus and Tutsis. The
expansion of agriculture and increased logging has forced the Twa to leave the mountain forests for new
homes. His party quickly became militarized. He suspended the constitution, dissolved the National Assembly
and imposed a strict ban on all political activity. In Rwanda, the Hutu majority lashed out at the minority
Tutsis â€” killing thousands and forcing hundreds of thousands to flee to neighboring Uganda. The complex
system known as Ubuhake provided for the protection of the superior by the inferior. Then Tutsi refugees
from Uganda invaded the country. Including fields of banana trees and many head of cattle, the estates were
the basis of the rulers' wealth. More DNA comparisons and analyses are going on all the time. They brought
with them humpless cattle, new to the area. Cattle would be acquired though this agreement, purchase, war or
marriage. Rather the region was divided in an conference in Brussels. Often, the Rwandan great chief was also
the army chief. The languages of Burundi and Rwanda are linguistically considered dialects of the same
language. An alcoholic drink made from bananas and sorghum grain is saved for special occasions. Each
Rwandan had an ethnic identity card. The Tutsis, also known as Watutsis, were a nomadic people who began
arriving in the Great Lakes region from Ethiopia some four hundred years ago. The Cushite descendants are
known today by the name Tutsi. This is where the class dimensions are clearest, as the modest Hutu were
traditionally ruled by the wealthier Tutsi aristocracy. According to Ogot, [6] these included at least three.
Marriages between Hutu and Tutsis have always been rare, although Hutu men were allowed to court Tutsi
women. Before the arrival of the colonialist Rwanda was ruled by the Tutsi Monarchy. These positions
eventually turned into the overall governing body of Rwanda[ clarification needed ]. The Cushite conquerors
gradually settled into the local culture, adopted the local Bantu language, and merged generally with the Bantu
Hutu. The oldest state, which has no name, was probably established by the Renge lineages of the Singa clan
and covered most of modern Rwanda, besides the northern region. A division between the aristocracy and the
commons in France in the 18th century, which loomed so large, and later gave raise to racialist theories, was
almost totally a function relatively recent social forces. The Twa share genetic allele markers with two
San-related peoples in northern Tanzania, the Hadza and Sandawe. The reforms contributed to ethnic tensions.
In addition, many Rwandans migrated to neighboring Congo, adding to later instability there. They had high
civilization and great power in the region. Ethnic Prejudice and Pride Political details are not our primary
focus here. The division between the Hutus and the Tutsis is debatable. In the s, however, they supported Hutu
leaders because the Tutsi were seeking independence. This policy led to changes in the Rwandan economy.
The Tutsis as cattle-herders were often in a position of economic dominance to the soil-tilling Hutus. Through
intermarriage with the local Bantus , the herders were gradually assimilated culturally, linguistically and
racially. Some words are different, also. In Rutarindwa inherited the kingdom from his father Rwabugiri IV,
but many on the king's council were unhappy. Both countries had a Hutu majority, yet an army-controlled
Tutsi government in Burundi persisted for decades. Rather, they were intrusive to the region. Rwanda has an
estimated population of 


